
Mechanical cleaning sets the highest 
cleaning standard*
Where are you in the evolution of cleaning?

Are you stuck with out dated, inefficient and unhygienic mops?
Here is why machines are so much better than mopping

Hand scrubbing 
brush and bucket

Sweeping 
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Ride-on cleaning 
machines

*These materials are provided for general information purposes only and do not replace each user’s responsibility to assess the operational, legal and other requirements 
applicable to each facility.

✓For those who want the ultimate cleaning result - Compared to mopping, 
mechanical cleaning is superior in very aspect in achieving cleaning excellence.

✓Improved speed - Taking up less valuable cleaning time so you can focus 
on higher risk or more valued cleaning tasks. 

✓Superior cleaning result - Machines apply more cleaning pressure for a 
better cleaning result, they work faster and leave floors much drier. All in one 
automated operation.

✓Better for your staff - Machines are more ergonomic and less fatiguing for 
operatives. They can even chose to ride whilst cleaning!

✓Safer - Machines make your working environment safer. Less water = less slips.

✓Hygienic - Machines make your working environment more hygienic. 
Machines remove more soilage. Less soilage = less germs.

✓ Lower costs & less waste - Machines use less water and less chemicals. 
Safer + less cost = simply way better!
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Now more than ever your work environment needs to be to cleaned the highest hygiene  
and safety standards. No compromises.
Contact your Diversey representative to see for yourself just how mechanical cleaning can make  
your environment cleaner, more hygienic and much safer for you and your colleagues.

Here are the simple facts
65% improvement in water recovery 

= SAFER FLOORS

5X more soilage removed, 10X more pressure 
= CLEANER FLOORS

180% improvement in productivity 
= LESS TIME


